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‘Free, Mutual and Equal shows a way ahead for rebalancing society, 
through a co-operative commonwealth economy based on ‘voluntary 
socialism’, with a rights-based state and a flourishing civil society all 
working for the common good.’

David Drew MP, Shadow Minister for Rural Affairs, UK

‘Full of concrete, exciting examples … a golden opportunity to re-imagine 
Europe and the world.’ Nicanor Perlas, Right Livelihood Award, 2003

The brutal implementation of market fundamentalism generates 
massive human insecurity and inequality. People feel precarious 
and angry, and afraid for their jobs, homes, children, health, 
wellbeing, identity and lifeways. Left/right pendulum politics 

swings from ‘more market’ to ‘more state’. Rudolf Steiner (1863-1925) saw 
the dangers of this unstable ‘market/state’ duopoly. He suggested the radical 
alternative of rebalancing society by respecting the healthy development 
conditions and three-way dynamics of politics, economy and culture respectively.

Steiner saw the urgent need for creating the conditions for lasting peace 
when campaigning for a threefold ‘commonwealth’ society in war-torn 
Germany of 1917–1919. He saw self-determination for individuals as healthy, 
but prophetically saw ‘national self-determination’ under Versailles as a recipe 
for toxic nationalism and more war. His alternative was a dynamic society 
based on mutuality, equality, freedom and earthcare, for the well-being of 
people and planet.

This centenary anthology of 20 inspiring yet practical chapters draws upon 
Steiner’s societal vision – from Triodos’ ethical banking to land for people, 
community land trusts, SeKeM making the egyptian desert flourish with 
biodynamic farming, freeing schools, subtle advocacy, associative economics, 
and a biodynamic food revolution.

‘Celebrates the growing diversity of ways to secure a pluralist commonwealth. Land 
reform, democratic ways to control money and co-operative ownership are exemplified 
as core foundations for building a new economy for the common good.’

Pat Conaty, Common Futures
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